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Chapter 1 : James Gunn Teases San Diego Comic-Con Appearance
San Diego singer-songwriter Jack Tempchin, who wrote two of the Eagles' biggest hits, "Peaceful Easy Feeling" and
"Already Gone," is shown in his home studio in Encinitas.

Diego was a saber-toothed tiger that was part of a herd of animals after living out a number of experiences that
united them all. He is the secondary antagonist-turned-deuteragonist of Ice Age , the tetartagonist of Ice Age:
The Meltdown and Ice Age: Continental Drift and a supporting character in Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
and Ice Age: Initially a cunning and remorseless hunter in a pack of other sabers , Diego was to deliver a
human baby to his pack leader, Soto , as revenge upon the humans. During his interception of the child, Diego
met a mammoth named Manfred and a sloth named Sid , who had already taken the child and, in time,
convinced the saber to leave his old pack and join up with them as part of the herd. Some time later, Diego and
his herd resided in a valley that would soon flood over, due to the large amounts of melting ice. As the herd
journeyed along with the other herds of animals, they met a female mammoth named Ellie , who lived with
her adopted possum brothers Crash and Eddie. Within time, Diego grew upset with his complacent life in a
herd, having lost his edge as a hunter and so considered leaving his herd behind. However he rejoined as they
went out on a search for Sid, who had taken three dinosaur eggs as his adopted children. After their adventure
in the Dinosaur World , Diego decided to stay with his herd and returned to the surface. Years later, Diego
remained a member the herd and stayed with them through it all. Unfortunately, he, along with Manny and
Sid, was separated from the herd as an ongoing continental drift divided them. After reuniting with Granny ,
the four going on to meet a group of animal pirates, led by the viscous seafaring ape, Captain Gutt. In time,
Diego convinced Shira to leave the crew and join the herd as his mate. After Gutt was defeated, Diego and the
rest of the herd left their old home to find a new one due to the continents shifting. For the next couple of
years, Diego lived happily married to Shira in the Herd Valley. He ends up experiencing a strange new
feeling: The urge to start a family with Shira. However the herd would once again find their home endangered
when they discovered a massive asteroid was headed for the planet. Contents [ show ] Biography A gruff
saber-toothed cat, Diego had a change of lifestyle, leaving the pack he once ran with to join a ragtag herd of
animals. Through this, Diego learned to be caring, gentle and anger management. Revenge "Look at the cute
little baby, Diego. Especially since his daddy wiped out half our pack and wears our skin to keep warm. Soto
maintained that the attack on the humans would give them all a chance to teach the humans a lesson. Ambush
on the Humans "I want that baby, Diego! Diego chases after Nadia. The woman then fled the tent as the men
of the tribe fought the sabers, with Diego in hot pursuit as he chased her away from the camp. He then
succeeded in chasing Nadia onto a rocky ledge atop a waterfall where, holding her baby closely, Nadia was
cornered. As Diego moved in closer, Nadia, holding her baby tightly, jumped from the rock down the
waterfall. Furious with his failure, Soto threatens to kill Diego if he fails to deliver the baby again. Having
failed to retrieve the baby, Diego headed back to Soto, who was angered to hear that Diego had lost it over the
falls. Before either could say much more, a spear was thrown at the sabers, and Soto led his pack away. As the
others in his pack were chased off by the humans, Diego left to find the baby. Deception "Uh that pink thing is
mine. When Diego found the baby, he saw it with Manny and Sid. After unsuccessfully trying to convince
them that the baby was his, Diego formally introduced himself. Manny and Sid then learn from Diego that
their too late to return Roshan, as the tribe just left this morning. Seeing as they had trouble knowing how to
find the humans, Diego offered to use his tracking skills to help. After a fight with some Dodos over food, the
group went to sleep for the night. Diego attempted to take the baby, but Manny had it wrapped up tightly in
his trunk. Diego then realised he was being watched. He pounced, only to find Oscar and Zeke. They inform
him that Soto is getting impatient and reminded him of the mission. Diego told them that he was bringing Soto
both the baby and Manny. Diego fools the rhinos by pretending to eat Sid. The next day, Diego was awoken
abrubtly by Manny, who thought he had taken the missing baby It turned out Sid took him to impress some
ladies. Shortly after, Sid, running from a pair of rhinos, begged Diego to pretend to eat him. Diego turned
away in disgust, but a kick from Sid changed his mind. He held the sloth in his jaws, convincing the rhinos he
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was dead, and only spat him out when Manny and the baby came by. He even lead to an Ice Cavern , claiming
it was a shortcut. Once inside, the baby slipped away from them. During the chase, Diego tried to get the baby,
but was beaten to him by Manny. Afterwards, they came across a tunnel filled with cave paintings. Not long
after going outside, the group was caught in an underground eruption. Diego almost fell into a river of lava,
but was saved by Manny, who almost died in the process. Confused, Diego asked Manny why he did it. That
night, they took shelter in a cave. Redemption The next morning, Diego stopped Manny and Sid from going
further, revealing that there was an ambush waiting at the bottom of Half Peak. Manny became furious that
Diego had set them up and pinned him to a wall. However the saber convinced them to let him help, as he was
their only chance. Diego waves goodbye to Roshan. Soto questions his actions, only for Diego to respond to
leave Manny alone. Realizing Diego has betrayed the pack, Soto decided to kill Diego first. Diego, badly
wounded and unable to move, told Manny and Sid to keep moving, so that Roshan could be reunited with his
father. The three of them decided to follow the herds south. Some time later, the trio had taken up resident
near a water park. After saving Sid from a foolhardy attempt to impress others, they discovered that the ice
dam was about to break. As the animals fled to a Boat at the end of the valley , the herd picked up three new
members: Sid later attempted to talk to Diego about it, but Diego refused. As the journey continued, Ellie
discovered her true identity, but had a falling-out with Manny. When the group were in danger, it was Diego
who convinced her to bury the hatchet in order to save everyone. As they neared the boat, Ellie and the
possums seperated from them, but Crash and Eddie returned, teling them she was trapped. As the dam broke
and flooded the valley, Diego overcame his fear of water to save Sid, Crash and Eddie, while Manny saved
Ellie. Afterwards, the arrival of a mammoth herd made it seem like Manny and Ellie would leave with them,
but the group stuck together. Diego smirked giving Crash and Eddie a ride on his back. Some time later, after
the animals had settled into a new home , and Manny and Ellie were expecting a child, Diego found himself
unable to catch an Elk. Believing he had lost his edge. Diego decided to leave the herd and go out on his own,
a decision that angered Manny. Just as as he was leaving, Diego saw Sid being carried away by a T-Rex , and
followed the rest of the herd in a rescue attempt, which led them into an underground world where Dinosaurs
still existed. They were attacked soon after, but saved by a deranged weasel called Buck , who was convinced
to help them search for Sid. Rudy "My paws are burning baby! Diego leapt to her defense, keeping the
dinosaurs away from her until Manny arrived. Moments later, the baby was born, elicting a tear of joy from
Diego. At the same time, Sid had been saved by Buck, Crash and Eddie. Diego informed the others that Buck
was "where he wants to be. Now who should I eat first? Some years later, Diego, back at the top of his game,
was scaling a mountain when he heard the ground rumble. As the log came close to hitting Peaches, Diego
manages to stop it, and angrily decided to eat one of the sloths, only stopping when Sid recognised him as his
Uncle Fungus. Shoving the saber aside, Manny tells Sid the truth. Diego tries to comfort the heartbroken sloth
saying he still has Granny. Unfortunately, they then realize Granny had disappeared due to her tendency to
wonder. The trio are separated from the continent. During the search, Manny got into an argument with
Peaches. As the argument went on, there was another rumble. The chunk of ground they were on floated out to
sea, despite their attempts to turn it around. After weathering a storm, they discovered that Granny had
inadvertently come with them, having been sleeping inside a tree that was part of the chunk of land that broke
off. Captured by Pirates "Aw.
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Chapter 2 : The Future Is Now: Luis Urias Finds His Way To San Diego Through El Paso | Chihuahuas
SAN DIEGO (KGTV) - Rep. Duncan Hunter and his wife, who face federal charges of misusing campaign funds, made
another court appearance in San Diego Tuesday, but no trial date was set. The San.

He made a record at ninety-six consecutive games with a reception. Hunt said that he visited Hilton for less
than an hour and Hilton immediately agreed to start a team. The prize was a trip to Mexico. A man from
Hollywood named Gerald Courtney submitted the name "Chargers" and won. His strength lay in offense
innovation and he was later honoured in the Hall of Fame. When Frank Leahy resigned due to poor health,
Gillman became the general manager in addition to his coaching role. Greg Gregston of the San Diego Union
reported that the Chargers "have learned in one season that Los Angeles has been saturated beyond sensible
proportions with sports. The Junior Chamber Commerce reported that there were 10, firm commitments for
season tickets. By then, Detroit native George Pernicano â€” had become a minor shareholder in the team. In ,
the team won four games and lost ten, including the final nine games of the season. This was mostly due to
injuries. In the season, eight Charger players scored in the final week. Paul Lowe rushed over yards, scoring 2
touchdowns on 17 carries. The season ended a week late due to a postponement of games after the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy on November 22, Spectators numbering 30, attended the game at
Balboa Stadium. In , the Chargers played the New York Jets resulting in 17 points each. The attendance was
34, spectators. Lance Alworth left the game with a knee injury, and the fullback, Keith Lincoln was sidelined
in the first quarter with a fractured rib. At the championship game in Buffalo, the Chargers were beaten At
half time, a new automobile, the " Charger ," was introduced by Chrysler officials. It would enter production
made by Dodge the following year. The leading investors were Eugene V. Klein and Sam Schulman. Detroit
defeated the Chargers In the eleventh week, the Chargers were defeated by Oakland with 52, spectators at the
game. In addition, 2, viewers watched the game on closed-circuit television in the San Diego Sports Arena.
The Chargers won , before 39, spectators. The Chargers came third in the West Division, with a record.
Quarterback John Hadl led the AFL that year with pass attempts, completions, 3, yards taken and 27
touchdown passes. He also led in passes intercepted, with They then defeated the Jets in an at home game
with 54, spectators. Joe Namath played for the Jets. Hadl made a professional record with a pass reception in
his ninety-sixth consecutive game. The Chargers won the next three games and then lost four. Their last game
was against Buffalo where they won The team finished with an record and out of the playoffs. Charlie Waller,
the offensive backfield coach was named head coach. The years after the merger were difficult for the
Chargers. Charlie Waller took over as the head coach, but after finishing , he stepped down, and Gillman
returned to the job. Gillman resigned midway through the season, which ended with six wins and eight losses.
In , Duane Thomas and Deacon Jones joined the team, which finished with a record. Unitas was almost 40 and
had chronic injuries. He played three games and then was replaced by the rookie Dan Fouts. The Chargers
finished with a record. In the season, Fouts was named the new the starting quarterback. Don Woods also
joined the team. Woods ran for over 1, yards but the team had a record. However, in , Woods and Fouts
underperformed and the team finished In , the Chargers began with a three-game win streak but finished with
a record. In , the Chargers again began strongly. However, the team lost four out of five games. Fouts was
removed and the team finished Coryell developed a pass-heavy offensive scheme and philosophy known as
Air Coryell , also known as the "Coryell offense" or the "vertical offense". The Chargers led the league in
passing yards an NFL record six consecutive years from to [25] and again in They also led the league in total
yards in offense â€”83 and The Chargers earned four consecutive playoff appearances â€”82 during the Air
Coryell era, including three AFC West division championships â€” The rules were changed so that wide
receivers could no longer block defensive backs more than five yards beyond the line of scrimmage. In the
opening game of the season, the Chargers beat Seattle The game became known as the "Holy Roller" game,
or, the "Immaculate Deception" because the Raiders made a game-winning play. The Chargers were ahead
Stabler fumbled the ball forward, and it rolled forward towards the San Diego goal line. Running back, Pete
Banaszak, tried to recover the ball on the yard line, but could not keep his footing, and the ball was pushed
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even closer to the end zone. He batted and kicked the ball into the end zone, where he fell on it for the
game-tying touchdown as time ran out. With the ensuing extra point by kicker, Errol Mann, the Raiders won
In the remaining minutes of the game, the teams battled for the ball towards the end zone where the Raiders
ultimately recovered it for a touchdown. The Packers won He was replaced by Don Coryell of the St. Coryell
coached the team in his "Air Coryell" offense: The Chargers won nine games and lost seven, thus missing the
playoffs. His achievement was established in a game in which he threw over yards against the Oakland
Raiders. The Chargers defeated the New Orleans Saints 35 points to nil and proceeded to the playoffs, the first
time in fourteen years. In the divisional round, the Houston Oilers defeated the Chargers They finished the
season with losses, a record for the team. Jefferson 1, , Winslow 1, , and Joiner 1, became the first three
players on the same team to have 1, yards receiving in a season. Together with Leroy Jones, these players
were known as the "Bruise Brothers". In the playoffs, the Chargers defeated the Buffalo Bills After the
division titles of the and seasons, contract disputes arose. Jefferson was replaced by Wes Chandler. Defensive
end, Dean was traded to the 49ers again after a pay dispute. The game became known as " The Epic in Miami
". The Chargers were led by Fouts [36] who made an NFL single season record of 4, yards and 33
touchdowns. The tight end, Kellen Winslow, made 13 receptions for yards, a touchdown and one blocked field
goal. He became exhausted and was assisted from the field by his teammates. At the championship game in
Cincinnati, the Bengals defeated the Chargers 27 The game became known as the " Freezer Bowl ". At that
time, that average was a record. In each game, Fouts threw for over yards. The team upset the Pittsburgh
Steelers in Pittsburgh , but the Dolphins would exact revenge from their loss the previous year the next week
The defensive linemen, Johnson and Kelcher, left for San Francisco. Benirschke was named "Miller Man of
the Year". Joiner set an NFL record with his th pass reception in the fourth quarter of the game at Pittsburgh.
The team finished the season including losses in the last six games. In Fouts retired after a year career. The
quarterback, Stan Humphries was obtained in a trade with the Washington Redskins. Then, they were shut out
by the Miami Dolphins in the divisional round, In , the Chargers finished , finishing fourth in the division.
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Chapter 3 : Ten Sweet Spots for San Diego Street Art
SAN DIEGO - A judge denied Tuesday a request by Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-Alpine, to waive his court appearance.
Hunter and his wife, Margaret who were indicted on charges they spent more than.

They play with scale, making familiar objects giant. They slip in visual puns and sly references,
simultaneously secret and bold as a howl. They create monuments to people and moments they deem heroic.
Greetings from the U. Barracks are now art studios, galleries and museums, surrounded by acres of
restaurants, shops, parks and a golf course. In one of the newest additions to the scene, Victor Ving
transformed an old pump house into an enormous vintage postcard incorporating the past and present of
Liberty Station, with a cameo appearance by Ving and his photographer girlfriend, Lisa Beggs. Can you spot
them? One of the local stars featured in the collection is Kelsey Brookes, who contributes his psychedelic
"One Pointed Attention. With a refreshed perspective, go on to visit fifteen other murals within walking
distance. Roughly 80 artworks fill seven acres of parkland, reaching high into the sky on the concrete pylons
supporting the Coronado Bay Bridge. The first were painted in , and approximately two dozen were restored in
and Today, artists continue to expand outward, adding new murals in various spots around the neighborhood.
Go in the daytime to appreciate the vibrant colors, and stop for tacos afterwards at Las Cuatro Milpas, where
locals line up early to place their lunch orders. They installed 18 murals designed to raise environmental issues
by "taking the oceans to the streets. Soak in the lush forms and delicate tracery evoking Mexican embroidery,
but take note of the message: Pesticides used in commercial flower production end up in the sea, damaging
reef ecosystems. Agaves and lavender complement whimsical sculptures, while brickwork paths and benches
encourage lingering. Banach, and muralist Michael Amorillo. It might hold the record for having more local
artists on the walls and in the comfy chairs than anywhere in town. Across from it is a collaboration between
Crosby and his childhood friend, Kevin Lindholm, who goes by WaistKnot.
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Chapter 4 : Johnny Depp Made A Surprise Appearance At San Diego Comic-Con, And It Was Awk - Chicks
Born to Navy royalty, John McCain had lifelong ties to San Diego, especially Coronado, where he spent part of his
childhood and where one of the streets is named after his grandfather. He and his.

He started in center field against the Philadelphia Phillies in place of a slumping Jones. Rose, who was the
Phillies first baseman and later became the major-league all-time hit leader, told Gwynn, "Congratulations.
After looking at the tapes and correcting his swing during batting practice , he became a believer in using
video. For the second straight season, San Diego finished with. San Diego was leading the NL West at the
time, but finished the season in third place. He scored runs for the first time, and tied for the NL lead He set
then-career highs for doubles 33 , homers 14 and steals Gwynn was honored for his defense with his first
Gold Glove after leading the league in total chances and putouts I know what I am. It was the highest average
in the NL since Stan Musial hit. He also stole 56 bases and became the first NL player to hit. His hits also led
the league. It would come open barely enough for the bat to slip out from his grip. He had surgery on the hand
during Spring training the following season. Early in , Gwynn was on the DL for 21 days after spraining his
thumb after tripping rounding first base in Pittsburgh. He denied that injuries impacted his hitting, instead
attributing his struggles to "mechanics". Gwynn hit points higher with runners on base. His right toe made it
hard for him to put a shoe on, and his left Achilles tendon was sore and prevented him from pushing off
properly when swinging. His batting average dropped, but he insisted on playing until his manager forced him
to sit out for two games. Gwynn went 3-for-4 in the last two games, finishing at. Conscious of being perceived
as selfish, he altered his hitting style by attempting to pull the ball to move runners in situations where he
would normally hit to the opposite field. It got all blown out of proportion", Carter said. Now, why is it an
issue? Because Jack Clark says it is. The cartilage under his kneecap was wearing out, which doctors
attributed to his playing basketball and baseball year-round for seven years from high school through college.
That stat never has been that important to me. But who in this league is better at putting the bat on the ball? He
had fluid drained from his knee on August 31, and played just once in the week that followed while surgery
was discussed. He attempted to finish out the season, but lasted just five more games. Gwynn finished the
season ranked third in batting at. On September 8 in a inning game in San Francisco, he had the third five-hit
game of his career and his first since He sprained the medial collateral ligament in his left knee in the same
game, and played just four more innings the rest of the season. He required arthroscopic surgery on the knee.
He chided Gwynn for using a "toothpick" for a bat. Riggleman was not aware that he needed a single to
complete the cycle. He might have gone 7â€”forâ€”7 if not for an excellent play at first base by Will Clark. It
was the fourth consecutive year his season ended early, and the third straight season it was due to left knee
surgery. Gwynn eventually concluded, "No, I like it here, I should stay. I look at it this way: I would have
sooner fell short due to the strike than if I would have hit. Then people would have thought I would have
collapsed down the stretch, instead of being at. For the second straight year, he did not go longer than two
games without a hit. He led the NL in batting with runners in scoring position.
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Chapter 5 : Shark attack near San Diego injures year-old boy - CNN
During Warner Bros.' Hall H presentation, Johnny Depp made an appearance as his titular "Fantastic Beasts: The
Crimes of Grindelwald" character, helping to debut the latest trailer for the upcoming fantasy film.
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Chapter 6 : The San Diego Union-Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
The alleged close associate of alleged Sinaloa drug boss Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman made his first appearance in San
Diego federal court Tuesday.

Saint Juan Diego was born in as Cuauhtlatoatzin, a native to Mexico. He became the first Roman Catholic
indigenous saint from the Americas. Following the early death of his father, Juan Diego was taken to live with
his uncle. From the age of three, he was raised in line with the Aztec pagan religion, but always showed signs
of having a mystical sense of life. He was recognized for his religious fervor, his respectful and gracious
attitude toward the Virgin Mary and his Bishop Juan de Zumarraga, and his undying love for his ill uncle.
When a group of 12 Franciscan missionaries arrived in Mexico in , he and his wife, Maria Lucia, converted to
Catholicism and were among the first to be baptized in the region. Juan Diego was very committed to his new
life and would walk long distances to receive religious instruction at the Franciscan mission station at
Tlatelolco. However, he was stopped by the beautiful sight of a radiant woman who introduced herself, in his
native tongue, as the "ever-perfect holy Mary, who has the honor to be the mother of the true God. She wanted
them to build a chapel in her honor there on Tepeyac Hill, which was the site of a former pagan temple. When
Juan Diego approached Bishop Juan de Zumarraga telling of what happened, he was presented with doubts
and was told to give the Bishop time to reflect on the news. Later, the same day, Juan Diego encountered the
Virgin Mary a second time and told her he failed in granting her request. He tried to explain to her he was not
an important person, and therefore not the one for the task, but she instead he was the man she wanted. Juan
Diego returned to the Bishop the next day and repeated his request, but now the Bishop asked for proof or a
sign the apparition was real and truly of heaven. Juan Diego went straight to Tepeyac and, once again,
encountered the Virgin Mary. Juan Diego set out the next to find a priest for his uncle. But the Virgin Mary
intercepted him and asked what was wrong. He explained his situation and promised to return after he found
his uncle a priest. She looked at him and asked "No estoy yo aqui que soy tu madre? She promised him his
uncle would be cured and asked him to climb to the hill and collect the flowers growing there. He obeyed and
found many flowers blooming in December on the rocky land. He filled his tilma cloak with flowers and
returned to Mary. The Virgin Mary arranged the flowers within his cloak and told him this would be the sign
he is to present to the bishop. Once Juan Diego found the bishop, he opened his cloak and the bishop was
presented with a miraculous imprinted image of the Virgin Mary on the flower-filled cloak. The next day, Juan
Diego found his uncle fully healed from his illness. His uncle explained he, too, saw the Virgin Mary. She also
instructed him on her desires to have a church built on Tepeyac Hill, but she also told him she wanted to be
known with the title of Guadalupe. However, Juan Diego always remained a humble man. The first miracle
surrounding the cloak occurred during the procession to Tepeyac Hill when a participant was shot in the throat
by an arrow shot in celebration. After being placed in front of the miraculous image of Mary, the man was
healed. Juan Diego moved into a little hermitage on Tepeyac Hill, and lived a solidarity life of prayer and
work. He remained there until his death on December 9, , 17 years after the first apparition. During the
revolutions in Mexico, at the beginning of the 20th century, nonbelievers attempted to destroy the Image with
an explosion. His feast day is celebrated on December 9 and he is the patron saint of Indigenous people.
Chapter 7 : New Doctor Who Cast Coming To SDCC | ScreenRant
Shazam! director David F. Sandberg took to Twitter earlier today to express his enthusiasm about Comic Con in San
Diego next month -- prompting fans to assume the rumors are true and New Line will.

Chapter 8 : Johnny Depp, Amber Heard Both Appear at Comic-Con â€“ Variety
Johnny Depp has made a surprise appearance at this year's Comic Con in San Diego. Stone magazine and allegations
of domestic abuse by his ex-wife Jude Law also makes an appearance.
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Chapter 9 : St. Juan Diego - Saints & Angels - Catholic Online
Chris Hardwick Pulled From San Diego Music-Comedy Festival Lineup KAABOO Del Mar removes Hardwick from
September festival lineup three days after he promoted his appearance there on Twitter.
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